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For Immediate Release

JULIAN CHICHESTER ANNOUNCES SEVERAL INNOVATIVE PIECES FOR SPRING 2014
(HIGH POINT March 19th 2014) For the Spring 2014 High Point Market, Julian Chichester is focusing on
expanding previous collections and, as always, pushing boundaries with new finish combinations and the
innovative use of materials. Not to be outdone by their welcome neighbor, Mr. Brown London, the Julian
Chichester showroom sports a totally refreshed look and color scheme to reflect the season. Hues of pink
and brown provide a crisp backdrop for the unique line that caters to discerning interior designs and
retailers.
The 2014 introductions are at once thoroughly unique and instantly familiar. The Henri Collection has
been expanded to include a much-requested bookcase and the Jasper Collection now features a console
and cocktail table. The hit of last fall's market, ivory vellum invigorates classic pieces and Cloudy Brown
Vellum returns to the line on a new cabinet. The New Tubular Table combines a Deco aesthetic with
Bauhaus techniques to create a stunning addition to the continuously expanding line. The most
experimental introduction this season is the Fry Cabinet with its hand-cut brass fish scale pattern applied
to the door that reflects the often quirky take on familiar materials that is a hallmark of the Julian
Chichester brand.
Julian Chichester USA is based in High Point, NC. The company operates its flagship showroom located at
200 Lexington Ave in New York City, open M-F 9-5. The brand is also represented in major design centers
and with select retailers across the United States. For more information please visit our website at
www.julianchichester.com
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